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Current Activities

1. User Acceptance Testing (UAT) is open for software developers.
   - Objective is to test the submission and validations of MTW Expansion 50058s to IMS/PIC Modernization via JSON.
   - Materials available on the [HUD IMS/PIC Modernization Technical Information Page](#).
   - Four vendors currently engaged in UAT

2. The MTW Office provided programmatic training to MTW Expansion Cohort 1 agencies, training for Cohort 2 is now underway
   - Webinars available on HUD Exchange: [https://www.hudexchange.info/trainings/moving-to-work-expansion-webinar-series/](https://www.hudexchange.info/trainings/moving-to-work-expansion-webinar-series/)

3. IMS/PIC Modernization training will take place at a later date to be determined.
Release 2 – June

IMS/PIC Modernization for MTW Expansion Cohort 1 PHAs
- MTW Expansion 50058 submissions via JSON
- Regular 50058 submissions via JSON
- MTW Supplement via web-based form
- Public Housing Building & Unit Inventory Management

Tribal HUD-VASH Family Reporting
- Form entry, submission, and validation of Tribal HUD-VASH Family Report
- Separate portal for Tribal HUD-VASH users
Next Steps – Release 3

- Form Entry for 50058
- Public Housing Inventory Removals
- APIs for Building & Unit Inventory
- Ongoing support for R2
Frequently Asked Questions

1. Does HUD plan on creating a replacement for the Family Reporting Software (FRS) tool for IMS/PIC Modernization?

2. Does HUD have a list of approved, participating vendors that PHAs can contact about software compatible with IMS/PIC Modernization?

3. When does HUD plan to require all PHAs to transition to IMS/PIC Modernization?

4. Will PHAs be able to still use legacy IMS/PIC to submit 50058s or manage their public housing building and unit inventory while switching the IMS/PIC Modernization?

5. Will EHV's be reported in IMS/PIC Modernization?
Learn More

IMS/PIC Modernization site:  
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/systems/pic/imspicmodernization

For technical questions relating to the development, please email:  
HUDITVendorComms@HUD.gov

For the MTW Supplement:

• If PHAs have policy questions about the MTW Supplement, they should contact their POC in their local field office.

• PHA and FO users that need technical assistance should contact the REAC Technical Assistance Center (TAC) at 888-245-4860 or reac_tac@hud.gov and specify they need assistance with the MTW Supplement.